
1) Preparation
Clear the planned fenceline of tall grass, weeds, 
brush or other obstacles.

2) Unboxing
Remove the black cords from the unpacked net and roll it up until you can lift 
the stakes collected as „one pack“. The start post is to be identified by a bar-
code tag.

3) Fenceline
Holding the pack of posts in one hand, walk backwards and place one post at 
a time. Unfold the entire roll of netting. Place each post in the correct order 
along the desired fenceline.

5) Start, Ends and Corners
To stabilise the net and make it even more solid, now tension the posts 
outwards at the start and end and at the corners using the cords and pegs 
provided.

7) Netting Repair
If the net is torn in certain spots, simply connect the loose ends of  
the conductor material with LitzClip® without using any tools.  
Information and repair kits can be found at https://www.ako-agrar.com/de/
litzclip or in specialist shops.

4) Raise the net
Drive the ground nails of the posts into the ground little by little, following the 
fence line. Tighten the netting in between just enough so that it stands well. If 
the net is too tight, it cannot adapt to uneven terrain; if it is too loose, it will 
hang down.

6) Dismantling/remodeling
Remove the connections and tensioning ropes. Pull the posts out of the ground 
and lay the net flat on the ground. Gradually gather the posts back into a pack, 
folding the net in half in between. Lay the folded net on the ground and roll it 
towards the posts. Tie the roll tightly into a bundle with the ropes.

8) To be noted!
Animals that are not yet familiar with the net as a barrier have an increased 
risk of becoming entangled in the net and should be closely supervised, espe-
cially at the beginning. The net will not deter animals that flee in panic or are 
not adequately supplied with food and water from attempting to escape. We 
advise adults to keep small children away from nets and not to let them play 
near them.
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